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Abstracr-One important application of mobile robots is 
searching a geographical region to locate the origin of a specific 
sensible phenomenon. We first propose a fuzzy logic approach 
using a decision table. A novel fuzzy rule based was designed. 
And then a funy search strategy is adopted by utilizing the 
three tier centers of mass coordination. Experimental results 
show that fuzzy logic algorithm is an eficient approach for the 
collective robots to locate the target source. In addition, noise 
and the position of the target affect the searching result. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years there bas been growing interest in collective 
robotic search problem. A team of smaller and simpler 
collective robots, each with equal or similar capabilities, 
completes high-risk tasks for human beings [I]. The objective 
of the team of robots is to find the origin of a specific 
phenomenon with the maximum field intensity by sharing 
information between robots, and to aggregate around the 
phenomenon. For example, we may need to drive a large 
numher of inexpensive, expendable sensory robots in 
hazardous or hostile environments, with a particular emphasis 
on sensing concentrations of hazardous chemicals in 
terrestrial environments. In case where human intervention 
through teleoperation is not available, the robot team must be 
deployed in a territory without supervision, requiring an 
autonomous decentralized coordination strategy. Mapping 
mine fields, extraterrestrial and undersea exploration, 
detecting the location of chemical and biological weapons, 
and the location of explosive devices are its important 
applications [2]. A lot of advantages have been achieved. 
First, low cost. As we know, several small and simple robots 
cost less than a single but much more complex robot; Second, 
high speed. Although a large robot with powerful sensors and 
a highly sophisticated search mechanism performs tasks more 
efficiently than a single and simpler robot, the collective 
robots can give a greater overall efficiency. Third and the 
most valuable advantage is the communication between the 
collective robots [3]. A robot receives information from other 
robots, decides which direction to move, and then proceeds 
ahead [4]. In addition, once a robot find the goal, all the other 
robots would jump to the goal. 
Investigations of collective behavior are considerably 
rarefied, and studies involving collective search are rarer still. 
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In [ 5 ] ,  a decentralized alpha-beta coordination is 
proposed for an agent team searching for source 
targets. Its simulations confirm the ability of the team 
to find a source and stabilize the steady-state mean 
squared error. It has been shown bow space-filling 
curves can enhance the efficiency and robustness of 
geographic search by robot collectives [6]. In [7], a 
control system employing an extended Kalman filter 
(EKF) and different styles of Global position System 
(GPS) is introduced to control a mobile robot to 
search a given rectangular area. In [8], the author 
discusses relevant results in robotics which are 
inspired by animal behavior. The foraging 
prohlem[9][10][11][12], in which robots collect 
objects scattered in the environment, is a canonical 
problem related to the source location problem. 
Recently, several experiments on robotic search 
algorithm have been reported. Wunsch and Zhang 
provided three different neural network algorithms: 
steepest ascent algorithm, combined gradients 
algorithm and stochastic optimization algorithm to 
solve the collective robotics search problem. The 
experimental results showed that the performance of 
steepest ascent method is better than that of combined 
gradient method, while the stochastic optimization 
method is better than steepest ascent method [13]. 
What's worth notice is that none of these previous 
research work adopt fuzzy logic based algorithm to 
accomplish the collective robotic search problem. 
We propose two novel fuzzy logic algorithms to 
solve the collective robotic search problem. The 
robots can correctly identify the goal source, which is 
characterized by a maximum intensity, while incurring 
a low total cost. 
2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 
Let's assume we have a two-dimensional bounded 
Euclidean space, as shown in Fig. 1. Five signal 
sources are randomly distributed in the domain. The 
brightest source is the target, which has the maximum 
signal intensity among all these sources, and others 
are classified as noises, which possess weaker 
intensities. Our goal is to locate the target source 
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correctly by sharing information among robots. Obviously, 
we have the maximum of total field intensities near the target 
source. We also presume there are no obstacles on this 
domain and each source emits the signal evenly in all 
directions. The searching procedure will end when all the 
robots converge to the target. 
Small Medium q ( k )  = 
I I 
(a) Simulation domain with target, noise and collective 
robots in it. 
Large 
@) Field intensity of the target and noises 
Fig. 1 Robot search region where there are five sources and 
four robots. Our experiments were carried out on this 1 by 1 
length unit square domain. The red star with maximum 
intensity denotes the target, and the blue crosses with weaker 
intensity denote the noises, and the square blocks with 
different colors denote the robots. The lines indicate each step 
of individual robot. In (a), x-axis and y-axis denotes the 
coordination of sources and robots. The level of the field 
intensity can be observed easily in (b). In (b), x-axis and y- 
axis denotes the coordination of sources and robots while the 
z-axis denotes the field intensity of each source. 
3. FUZZY LOGIC USING A DECISION TABLE 
In this approach, a decision table determines the 
robots' behavior in a 2-dimensional space. It has two 
axes. The first is f ;  (k) , which is the measured field 
intensity of the ith robot at the kth step. It is sensed by 
the sensor at each step. The second is 4 ( k )  , which is 
the estimated distance between the robot and the target 
source. The fuzzy rule base for the robotic search was 
chosen as shown in Table 1. 
where M denotes the robot movement, which is the 
length of a step; the subscript r represents a random 
movement; d indicates a specific direction towards the 
estimated location of the target source, which will be 
described later; -d indicates the opposite direction; s, 
m, and I represent small action, medium action, and 
large action, respectively. 
The robot calculates a gradient of the field intensity 
using its current measurement, r, ( k )  , the previous 
measurementh ( k  - I ) ,  and the positions at these two 
steps, and move along the gradient of the field 
intensity. 
The estimation of 4 ( k )  is given as below. 
4 (k) = &Xi (k) - Ti (W2 + (Yi (k) - 7i (k)Y (1) 
where xi(k) is the x-coordinate of robot i at step k, 
y i ( k )  is the y-coordinate of robot i at step k, 
Ti ( k )  is the estimated x-coordinate of the center of 
mass of the collective robots, and L,(k) is the 
estimated y-coordinate of the center of mass of the 
collective robots, which are given as follows. 
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jr. ( k )  = Jsc L, 
2fjS 
j s C  
(3) 
JEC 
where N is the total number of robots, C = {the robots who 
communicate with the ith robot at time step k ) .  
After both f, (k) and 4 ( k )  are calculated, the problem is 
how to classify them into three categories (i.e. large, medium, 
and small). We proposed a dynamic classification method. 
For the field intensity, 1, ( k )  classification, large field 
intensity is the value higher than 2/3 of the largest field 
intensity previously recorded by any robot; field intensity is 
small if it is either less than 20% of the lowest measurement 
ever recorded, or less than % of the current value. If the value 
doesn’t fall into both of the categories, it is medium. 
For the distance, pi ( k )  classification, it is classified as large 
if it is greater than 213 of the largest distance between two 
robots; a distance is small if it is less than either the mean of 
the closest 20% robots or K of the large distance, which ever 
is smaller. Any value in between is medium. 
For the movement, M classification, it is classified as large 
if it is greater than 113 of the largest distance between two 
robots; i t  is small if it is less than either the mean of the 
closest 10% robots or 114 of the large movement, which ever 
is smaller. Any value in between is medium. 
4. FUZZY LOGIC USING THREE TIER CENTER OF 
MASS COORDINATION 
We design a different fuzzy logic approach to locate the 
target source using the three tier centers of mass coordination 
[15]. The membership function of field intensity is designed 
as shown in Fig. 2 .  The field intensity can be represented as a 
membership function of small, medium or large. 
Once each robot has assigned itself a level in the three tier 
hierarchy, positions of the three centers of mass are 
calculated for all large, medium, and small field intensity 
robots, respectively, which are denoted as Vcml(k) , 
Vcmm ( k )  , and Vcms (k) , respectively. Two fuzzy rules are 
used to calculate the next position of the robots, as shown in 
(4). Vi (k) is the position of the robot i relative to the origin at 
time step k. 
Vi (k + 1) = Vcml (k), if F is small 
V, (k + 1) = (Vcm, (k) - V,, (k)) + v. (k), otherwise 
(4) 
Fig. 2 Membership functions of the field intensity. F 
is the value that a robot has sensed. 
Since initial positions of the robots are randomly 
chosen, they can be evenly distributed around the 
target, or group completely on one side of the target. 
Therefore, once the robots encounter a significant 
decrease in field intensity they stop and wait for new 
data. From (4), we can see that, for the robots on small 
field intensity sources, they will immediately jump to 
the center of mass of the robots with large field 
intensities; for the robots on large or medium field 
sources, they will proceed in the direction between the 
center of mass of the robots with large field intensities 
and that of the small center of mass. The upper 
formula in (4) is most useful when the robots are 
distributed around the target. Because the large field 
intensity center of mass might be the target, or very 
near the target. The other formula in (4) is useful if all 
the robots are on one side of the target. 
5 .  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
5.1 Experiment I :  Fuzzy Logic Using a Decision 
Table 
We use the Intel Pentium IV processor up to 
2.2GH2, and 1GB memory PC to do the experiments. 
The simulations are conducted in a domain free of 
obstacles. In this experiment, we experiment on the 
fuzzy logic approach using a decision table. The 
simulation is made on a domain of size 1 by 1 length 
units with 1000 trials. We put one target source, two 
noise sources, and five robots in the domain. Robots 
are initially distributed randomly in the domain. Fig. 3 
shows the search routes of the robots in a trial. 
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collective robots to locate the target source. Noise and 
the position of the target have an impact on the 
searching result. In a noisy environment, the robots 
occur more failures and cover more area to locate the 
target than in the environment free of noise. This 
might because the robots are nearer to the noise 
sources than to the target source. On the other hand, if 
the position of the target is at the center of the domain, 
the robots can locate the target with few failures, and 
less covering area. However, if the location of the 
target is randomly chosen, the robots cover much 




Fig. 3 Search route of the collective robots. There are one 
target source, two noise sources, and five robots in the 
domain. The brightest signal is the target source, and the 
other two signals with weaker field intensity are noise 
sources, which are overlap in this trial. The square denotes 
the robot. 
Two parameters are used to evaluate the performance. One 
is the amount of covered domain, and the other is the number 
of failures. The failure is defined as any trial where the robots 
cover more than 100% of the domain, or when the robots 
stop. The experimental results are shown in Table 2. 
TABLE 2 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
r I Target Fixed at I RandomTargct I 
(0.5.0.5) 
18.9% area covered 
, 1.5% failures 2.4% failures 
22.8% area covered. 
27.2% arca covered, 
27.7% area covered. I Environment I 5.3% failures 1 19.1%failurcs I 
5.2 Experiment 2: Fuzzy Logic Using Three Tier Center of 
Mass Coordination 
In this experiment, we experiment on the fuzzy logic 
approach using three tier centers of mass coordination. The 
simulation is made on a domain of size 1 by 1 length units 
with 1000 trials. We put one target source, two noise sources, 
and five robots in the domain. Robots are initially distributed 
randomly in the domain. The experimental results are shown 
in Table 3. 
might because the target locates on one side of all the 
robots. 
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